dation, whilst the physiologist studying the results of vivisections on animals has to contend with, 1st, the difficulty of ascertaining phenomena in themselves subjective; and 2ndly, in instances when this is no obstacle, and in which the results are sufficiently objective, he has still the difficulty of being able to divide or to irritate one part without at the same time operating on others. Remembering these things, it will not appear strange that, in reference to the structure and functions of the spinal cord, opposite and conflicting opinions should still be entertained.
Iii regard to the method of investigating structure, there is but one plan which, with more or less modification of detail, is now generally adopted. This consists in hardening the organ by chromic acid, or alcohol, so that thin sections can be made, which may be rendered transparent by turpentine, chloride of calcium, &c. By maceration in carmine, observation may in some j oints be facilitated. By the study of many hundreds of such preparations, something like a general plan of the structure of this complex organ may be arrived at.
We feel that to enter into an account of anatomical details would only perplex and weary the general reader; but an idea of the plan or type of structure to which these details lead cannot fail to interest the most practical mind, since some conception of structure is essential to an understanding of healthy and diseased function.
In histological language, the spinal cord may be defined as a reticulated column of connective-tissue, containing in its substance bloodvessels, and in its meshes nerve-fibres and nerve-cells. It [Jan. That the grey substance conducts sensation is proved by dividing all but the grey substance. The conduction of sensibility after section of the posterior columns appears to take place in the grey substance only, as the anterior and lateral columns do not, in Schiff's opinion, conduct sensitive impressions, although Brown-Sequard, and, earlier, Schoeps, Calmeil and Budge, have claimed for the anterior columns the power of conducting such impressions.
What parts of the grey substance conduct sensitive impressions 1
Van Deen was the first to observe that sensitive impressions are conducted as long as any part of the grey substance is left undivided. In order to prove the capability of conduction in the different parts of the grey substance, these parts must be isolated from each other, and each tested when it alone forms the sole bond of connexion betwixt the anterior and posterior parts of the body. Brown-Sequard believes that it is essentially the central part of the grey substance?i.e., the lateral masses, the bases of the anterior and posterior horns, and all the substance around the central canal?which is employed in the transmission of sensitive impressions. Reviews.
[Jan. Betwixt the sensitive and motory properties of the cord, analogy "would appear to exist on more points than one. Thus, as in the case of sensation, the elements which conduct motion, white as well as grey, are in themselves not motory. To distinguish this property, Schiffproposes to term these elements " kinesodic." The experiment of Longet, in which it was supposed that galvanic irritation of the white columns produces motion in the parts behind, shows nothing beyond the fact that the muscles supplied by the nerve-roots going from the point
